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ABSTRACT

The accurate detection of Covid-19 from chest Computed To-
mography (CT) images can assist in early diagnosis and man-
agement of the disease. This paper presents a solution for
Covid-19 detection, presented in the challenge of 3rd Covid-
19 competition, inside the ”AI-enabled Medical Image Anal-
ysis Workshop” organized by IEEE International Conference
on Acoustic, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP) 2023.
In this work, the application of deep learning models for chest
CT image analysis was investigated, focusing on the use of
a ResNet as a backbone network augmented with attention
mechanisms. The ResNet provides an effective feature extrac-
tor for the classification task, while the attention mechanisms
improve the model’s ability to focus on important regions of
interest within the images. We conducted extensive experi-
ments on a provided dataset and achieved a macro F1 score of
0.78 on the test set, demonstrating the potential to assist the
diagnosis of Covid-19. Our proposed approach leverages the
power of deep learning with attention mechanisms to address
the challenges of Covid-19 detection in the early detection
and management of the disease. In both test and validation
set, the proposed method outperformed the baseline of the
challenge, ranking fifth in the competition.

Index Terms— Covid-19 detection, Deep Learning,
Computed Tomography classification, Medical imaging

1. INTRODUCTION

The outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic had a devastating im-
pact on the world, causing widespread illness and death [1].
Early detection of the disease is crucial for the timely man-
agement and control the spread of the virus. Medical imaging
has emerged as a valuable tool in the fight against Covid-19,
particularly in the detection of lung abnormalities associated
with the disease [2]. Chest computed tomography (CT) has
been widely used in the diagnosis and monitoring of Covid-19
patients, as it provides detailed information about the extent

and severity of lung involvement. Furthermore, CT imaging
has been found to be more sensitive than chest X-rays in di-
agnosing Covid-19, and is useful for assessing the follow-up
of the lungs of patients with respiratory complications. How-
ever, visual interpretation of CT scans by physicians can be
complicated and time-consuming and requires expert knowl-
edge and experience. The challenges in visually interpreting
CT scans have led to develop artificial intelligence-based al-
gorithms to support physicians and radiologists in the diagno-
sis of Covid-19. Furthermore, the potential benefits of deep
learning in assisting with medical image analysis, including
CT scans, suggest that it may be a valuable tool in the fight
against Covid-19. In recent years, deep learning has shown
great potential in the field of medical imaging. There has
been a rise in research into employing deep learning algo-
rithms to identify and diagnose diseases using medical imag-
ing data, such as chest CT scans, and Covid-19 is no excep-
tion. In this paper,a fully automated solution for the first chal-
lenge of the 3rd Covid-19 competition [3] was presented; the
challenge is a part of ”AI-enabled Medical Image Analysis
Workshop” organized by the 2023 IEEE International Confer-
ence on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing (ICASSP
2023). The challenge is composed of two competitions: the
first aims to differentiate COVID-19 cases from non-COVID
ones (covid detection), while the second focuses on determin-
ing the severity of COVID-19 between four stages (covid-
severity classification). We propose a framework for the de-
tection of Covid-19 from chest CT scans. Our proposed ap-
proach is based on a modified ResNet backbone network with
attention levels to focus on relevant regions of interest within
the lung. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 provide a brief overview of the existing literature on
the use of medical imaging for Covid-19 detection. In Section
3 we describe the dataset and present our proposed automated
approach for the detection of Covid-19 from chest CT scans.
Section 4 present the experimental setup and analysis of our
approach, followed by a discussion. Finally, conclusions are
summarized in Section 5.

AI-Enabled Medical Image Analysis Workshop and COVID-19 Diagnosis Competition (AI-MIA-COV19D)
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Fig. 1. The proposed pipeline for Covid-19 detection from chest CT scans. First, the non-lung slices were removed, followed
by slice resizing. The proposed network was then applied to the preprocessed slices to perform Covid-19 detection.

2. STATE OF THE ART

Medical image analysis has become increasingly reliant on
deep learning techniques, with a wide range of applications in
fields such as Covid-19 detection and general medical image
analysis. However, the variability of medical images can pose
a significant challenge for classification tasks, making it dif-
ficult to accurately identify and classify abnormalities. This
is particularly true for CT scans, which can differ greatly in
the number of scans and can be acquired by different scan-
ners, making it complex to develop an approach that works
for all scans. To address these challenges, research efforts are
ongoing to develop more robust and adaptable deep learning
algorithms for various tasks. For instance, a deep learning
method was proposed in [4] to classify the computed tomog-
raphy of patients with recurrent hip replacement infections,
while authors in [5] propose a deep learning framework for
automatically segment multiple sclerosis (MS) lesion start-
ing from magnetic resonance (MR) images. The Covid-19
pandemic has led to a large demand for effective and effi-
cient methods for the detection and diagnosis of the disease.
Deep learning approaches have emerged as a promising tool
for this task, owing to their ability to learn complex repre-
sentations of medical images and extract relevant features for
accurate detection [6][7][8]. Several studies have been con-
ducted to explore the potential of deep learning in Covid-19
detection. For instance, authors in [9] propose a mixup data
augmentation tecnique on Covid-19 to dedicing the severity
of infection at slice-level. Authors in [10] use a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) to detect the presence of Covid-19 on
both X-ray and CT scan images. Authors in [11] Polsinelli
et al. propose a CNN that follow the SqueezeNet architec-
ture to classify chest CT scan images into Covid-19, healty
or pneumonia. Also methods that leverage data augmenta-
tion techniques are becoming more and more popular, as they
can significantly increase the variability of the data and im-

prove the performance of the models. For instance, in [12]
a self-augmentation scheme based on reinforcement learn-
ing was proposed for chest X-rays. The authors then pro-
cessed the resulting 3D scans using a CNN. Moreover, recent
studies have shown promising results in COVID-19 detection
from CT scans using the Vision Transformer [13], as demon-
strated in [14][15], which proposed Visual Transformer-based
frameworks for the detection of COVID-19 from chest X-
rays. However, there are still challenges to be addressed in
the use of deep learning for Covid-19 detection, including the
need for large and diverse datasets and the interpretability and
transparency of the models. Further research is needed to ad-
dress these challenges and to develop more robust and reliable
deep learning models for Covid-19 detection and diagnosis.

3. METHODOLOGY

Chest CT scans play a crucial role in the detection and diag-
nosis of Covid-19, as they can provide detailed information
about the extent and severity of lung involvement in patients.
Our framework for Covid-19 detection, with the preprocess-
ing steps and the modified ResNet backbone network will be
described in detail in Section 3.2.

3.1. Dataset

The COV19-CT-DB dataset [16][17] was used to evaluate the
performance of our proposed approach for automated Covid-
19 detection from chest CT scans. This dataset consists of
3D CT scans of the chest labelled by experts, corresponding
to a large number of patients. In total, the dataset contains
3746 CT scans, with 1147 scans labelled as Covid and 2599
scans labelled as non-Covid. Each scan in this dataset con-
tains a different number of axial slices, and these slices were
provided as JPEG images of size 512 × 512 after being ap-
propriately preprocessed. Specifically, the images were ex-
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Annotation Train data Validation data Test data
Covid 922 225 -

Non-Covid 2110 489 -
Total 3032 714 4308

Table 1. Dataset composition into training and validation sets.

tracted from the DICOM file and the voxel intensity values
were clipped using a window level of 350 Hounsfield Unit
(HU), to enhance soft-tissue. The scans were then divided
into training and validation sets, with 3032 scans used for
training and 714 scans used for validation. The test set con-
sists of 4308 CT scans, but no labels were provided for this
set. This is because the test set is intended to be used for eval-
uating the performance of trained models on new, previously
unseen data. The dataset composition is summarised in Table
1. This dataset was intended for both challenges of the 3rd
Covid-19 competition. For the first challenge, the dataset was
divided into Covid and non-Covid labels. For the second chal-
lenge, the same dataset was used, but with the Covid scans
labelled according to four levels of severity: Mild, Moderate,
Severe, and Critical.

3.1.1. Pre-processing

The COV19-CT-DB dataset was preprocessed with the aim
to extract only the relevant scans for the Covid-19 detection
task. Since not all scans in the dataset have the same length,
we selected only the scans containing the lung region, which
is of primary interest for Covid-19 detection. To extract these
scans, a sequence of 50 consecutive scans per patient was se-
lected, starting from the center of each CT. This allowed us
to capture a consistent and representative portion of the lung
region in each scan ignoring unrepresentative slices. We also
ensured that each selected scan had the same resolution of
112 × 112 pixels, by resizing all slices. This preprocessing
step was also crucial in reducing the computational cost of
having the model process the entire scan. By selecting only
a representative subset of the scans and resizing them to a
consistent size, the model’s processing time was significantly
reduced. These 3D sequence obtained represents the input for
our model.

3.2. Implementation details

Our approach is based on a modified 3D ResNet [18], which
is a widely used deep learning architecture for image classifi-
cation tasks. Specifically, we used the 3D ResNet-18 architec-
ture as our backbone, which consists of 18 layers and is well-
suited for processing 3D medical images. To improve the per-
formance of the baseline architecture for Covid-19 detection,
we added attention mechanisms to the network. Specifically,

four heads of multi-head attention [19] were added to the ar-
chitecture, allowing the network to focus on important regions
of interest. The attention mechanism enhances the network’s
ability to identify and discriminate between Covid and non-
Covid cases, by focusing on the regions of the lung that are
most indicative of the disease. We also modified the ResNet
input to make it work with a 1-channel input instead of 3-
channel. Figure 1 shows the overall proposed pipeline.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1. Experimental setup

As explained in Section 3 we trained our proposed network
on the preprocessed COV19-CT-DB dataset, using a binary
cross-entropy with logits loss function and the Adam opti-
mizer with a learning rate of 0.0001. We used a batch size
of 4 and trained the network for 50 epochs. To evaluate the
performance of our proposed approach, we used initially the
validation set from the challenge dataset. Subsequently, we
evaluated the model’s ability to generalize to new data by test-
ing it on the test set, which was made available to us. We
report the results in terms of Recall, Precision and Macro F1
score, which are commonly used evaluation metrics for bi-
nary classification tasks. Note that in the case of the test set,
only values in terms of F1 scores will be reported, as we are
not aware of the correct label and rely on the results published
by the challenge.

4.2. General results

The performance of the proposed approach were evaluated
through the validation and test set of the COV19-CT-DB
using the aforementioned metrics. Tables 2 and 3 show the
results of the baseline approach, the resultsof a simple 3D
Resnet-18 model and the results of three different config-
urations of our model verified on validation and test set,
respectively. The tables shows the results obtained by ap-
plying the best models from the experiments carried out
both the standard ResNet (ResNet3D-18) and the augmented
ResNet with the multi-head attention module (ResNet3D-
18 + MHA). For each of the two models, the predictions
p at the margin (i.e. the predictions for which the sigmoid
output returns 0.4 ≤ p ≤ 0.6) considered as ”uncertain”
were analysed, in order to make a final decision. For these
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Architecture Recall Precision Macro F1 Score
Baseline[3] - - 0.74

ResNet3D-18[18] 0.8847 0.9138 0.8973
ResNet3D-18 + MHA 0.8867 0.9233 0.9021

Mix ResNet3D-ResNet3D+MHA 0.8907 0.9188 0.9029
Mix ResNet3D+MHA-ResNet3D 0.8905 0.9229 0.9043

Table 2. Comparison results with different network configurations employing the validation set of COV19-CT-DB.

Architecture F1 Covid F1 Non-Covid Macro F1 Score
Baseline[3] - - 0.76

ResNet3D-18[18] 0.6227 0.9269 0.7749
ResNet3D-18 + MHA 0.6371 0.9324 0.7847

Mix ResNet3D-ResNet3D+MHA 0.6237 0.9281 0.7759
Mix ResNet3D+MHA-ResNet3D 0.6410 0.9330 0.7870

Table 3. Comparison results with different network configurations employing the test set of COV19-CT-DB.

cases, a voting scheme was used: these scans were tested
a second time with the other model, combined the predic-
tion from both model and considered the scan as Covid if
the combined prediction was greater than 1; otherwise, it
was considered Non-Covid. These two further experiments
are reported as Mix ResNet3D-ResNet3D+MHA and Mix
ResNet3D+MHA-ResNet3D in Table 2 and Table 3. Specifi-
cally, Mix ResNet3D-ResNet3D+MHA reports the outcomes
of using the standard ResNet3D-18 as the first model and
the ResNet3D-18 + MHA as the second model, while Mix
ResNet3D+MHA-ResNet3D displays the opposite approach.
The baseline architecture uses a ResNet combined with a
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and achieves a macro F1
score of 0.76. The current approach builds upon previous
research efforts in developing deep neural architectures for
predicting COVID19, following the work of [6][7]. As can
be seen from the tables, our proposed approach with attention
mechanisms outperformed the baseline model in terms of F1
score. Specifically, the network with attention achieved a Re-
call of 0.88, a Precision of 0.92 and a macro F1 score of 0.90
on the validation set. On the test set, the network with atten-
tion obtained a macro F1 score of 0.7848, which is lower than
the validation set but still allowed us to rank fifth above the
baseline in the challenge. These results demonstrate the high
performance of our proposed approach in detecting COVID-
19 from chest CT scans. Overall, our proposed approach
provides a promising solution for the automated detection of
Covid-19 from chest CT scans, which can be useful in the
early detection and management of the disease.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, a fully automated approach for the detection of
Covid-19 from chest CT scans using deep learning techniques
was presented. Our proposed framework employs a modified

Resnet backbone network with attention mechanisms to de-
tect Covid-19 from 3D CT scans of the chest. The COV19-
CT-DB dataset, consisting of 3D CT scans of the chest labeled
as Covid and non-Covid, was used to train and validate our
proposed approach. The experimental results show that our
approach achieves a macro F1 score of 0.7870, which ranks
us fifth in the COVID-19 Severity Detection Challenge. Fu-
ture research will focus on investigating the potential of our
framework on a larger dataset, as well as exploring the pos-
sibility of incorporating other imaging modalities for Covid-
19 detection. Finally, we plan to investigate the potential of
transfer learning to improve the performance of our proposed
approach.
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